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Summary 
● Identifying the same individuals in multiple datasets is an essential exercise in making use 

of open registers and datasets for anti-corruption purposes.  
● Reconciliation based on name is a resource intensive process, with many possible 

inaccuracies and difficulties in scaling.  
● Releasing unique identifiers of individuals would make this process simpler, but has 

privacy implications.  
● Concerns about privacy more broadly are an objection to open registers of beneficial 

ownership.  
● There are several possible methods of converting private IDs into distributable public IDs, 

with varying levels of security and infrastructure requirements.  
● The simplest approach is to release a fragment of the ID, which is not globally unique, but 

aids reconciliation based on other properties.  
● Identifying and collecting unique identifiers should be a priority, which can then be used 

to add value to open registers and to ownership data sharing more broadly.  

This research was funded as part of  a project for the UK Government Digital Service (GDS) Global 
Digital Marketplace Programme and the Prosperity Fund Global Anti-Corruption programme, led 
by the Foreign & Commonwealth Office (FCO), around beneficial ownership in public procurement. 
You can read more about this research here.  

Other versions of this document can be found at 
https://research.mysociety.org/publications/using-private-ids-public 
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The problem 
A key issue in analysis of ownership data is correctly identifying when the same individual is 
connected with multiple companies. While name matching is viable in small datasets, it increases 
the amount of work required to remove false positives in larger datasets.  

For instance, while the UK’s Persons of Significant Control (PSC) register has a unique ID for each 
instance of a person having ownership, reconciling where an individual exists in multiple 
ownerships requires additional data processing, and possible inaccuracy. An approach developed 
for this dataset might not travel well to others, where address data may be less consistent (or 
lacking an equivalent of a postcode).  

The exact challenges of name reconciliations vary by the naming conventions in a country. Just as 
there can be no universal standard on storing name information, shortcuts to reduce ‘noise’ in a 
name (removing common typos, or sound-alikes) differ by language. For instance, to create the 
process to generate a CURP (ID) number in Mexico (which, by default, incorporates an individual's 
first name) has explicit exceptions for very common first names, requesting  use of the individual’s 
second name instead. Approaches within a country can also be different, Indonesia has a wide 
range of ethnic and language groups, and so several different sets of common naming 
conventions.  

When people have entries in multiple national databases, different transliterations of their names 
can be recorded. OCCRP has developed a list of ‘synonames’ (sound-alike) names that help 
address this, but reconciling individuals based on name remains a difficult problem.   

Given this problem, it is useful to be able to make use of other unique identifiers for an individual 
(a national ID or tax number). However, these are often seen as personal data that can not be 
released as part of open data. This document explores possible options for creating IDs that can be 
publicly released to aid reconciliation while balancing privacy concerns.  

Different approaches are practical in different contexts, but at a minimum it should always be 
viable (and should be encouraged) to collect private identification information, and release an ID 
fragment to aid in reconciliation.  
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Possible approaches 
There are several methods of using ID numbers to allow individuals to be identified in open data 
releases: 

1. Open identifier - Release the ID number with the dataset. 
2. Private identifier - Replace the ID number with a new identifier assigned by a register.  
3. Shared process - Shared/public process to convert a private ID to a public ID (registerless).  
4. Central provider - Private process to convert a private ID to a public ID (central provider + 

API).  
5. ID fragment - Release part of the public ID to be used in combination with other released 

data.  

1. Open identifier 
Include the individual ID with the dataset of owner information.  

When is it useful 

● When ID information is not considered private information.   
● When data sharing is happening between secure organisations.  

Pros 

● Easy reconciliation of different datasets.  
● Sensitive data might already be used - this may reduce the need for some of it (ID rather 

than age or exact address) 

Cons 

● Significant privacy implications of release (intentional or accidental) 

 

The simplest solution to unique identifiers is to release an existing recognised unique ID with the 
dataset. This may be a national ID number, or a tax number. The issue with this approach is that 
these can reasonably be viewed as sensitive information, limiting their potential for release in 
open datasets.  

The risk with a dataset of ID information isn’t always to specific individuals - in Indonesia and 
Mexico for instance, the ID number is possible to guess from biographic information - but that a 
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large dataset of name and ID information may have potential uses in fraud. Unlike a leak of 
passwords, ID information cannot be changed.  

This doesn’t rule out release of sensitive information if the local data protection context allows for 
considerations of broader public benefit from disclosure. As a OpenOwnership/The B Team/The 
Engine Room report on privacy in beneficial ownership  argues, the general case for the public 
view of beneficial owners is that they derive benefits that are worth the privacy trade off: “in 

exchange for the right to a substantial ownership stake in a company – with all the benefits of 

protection from personal liability that this brings – an owner should reveal their identity” (page 4).  

As an example of this, the UK register releases full address information alongside name, and the 
Slovakian register releases full birth date. The more focused the register is, the easier it might be 
to make the case that disclosure of ID is a public benefit balancing out the privacy issues of 
release. Similarly, if sensitive data is collected but access to that aspect of the register is restricted 
(for instance, between government agencies), this reduces privacy concerns.  

However, as privacy concerns are a key objection to the release of beneficial ownership data at all, 
identifying other ways the benefits of releasing a unique ID number can be achieved  is useful in 
shaping register designs that are practically useful. While in some jurisdictions the argument for 
disclosing additional details to aid in disambiguation has been made, in others demonstrating 
mechanisms for how privacy can be preserved while uniquely identifying individuals may assist 
the wider case for open registers.  
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2. Private provider 
An organisation collects a private ID, and then releases a new ID associated with that ID in their 
register. 

When is it useful 

● When data is being released that is useful to group by individuals (e.g. company 
ownerships) 

Pros 

● Simple approach improves the usefulness of a single dataset compared to releasing 
nothing.  

Cons 

● Cannot be used to join different datasets.  

 

One approach to the privacy trade-off is to collect and internally use data, but not publically 
release it: 

A more practical approach is to allow public access but to disclose to the public only a subset 

of the data that is collected and available to public authorities. In this way, a balance can be 

sought between providing enough information to the public to allow for meaningful 

additional oversight, while not disclosing those details that significantly increase the risks to 

privacy (but which are still justifiably available to public authorities). (page 30) 

A modification to that is that data can be collected and transformed to mitigate the privacy 
impact. If an ID number can be collected but not released, it can be used as an internal source of 
unique identity. This can be used to create a new unique ID for an individual in a register. This ID 
can then be publicly released as it has no other meaning than assigning uniqueness in that 
dataset.  

This approach is most useful where there is one national version of the register. Denmark’s central 
business register collects a civil registration number (CPR) or foreign equivalent for internal truth, 
but then releases a new ID number (enhedsNummer/ unit number) in the public dataset. 
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This would make the database internally consistent, but this is only useful when there is a single 
register and would not be able to reconcile with similar IDs from other datasets. If an ownership 
register and the procurers civil servant register are both creating their own identities based on the 
same official ID, they will not match. Similarly, if beneficial ownership data is being produced by 
several sub-national bodies, they will not be releasing a shared ID scheme.  

 
Private providers are internally unique, but cannot compare between organisations 
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3. Shared process 
There is a common secret process several organisations use to transform private IDs. 

When is it useful 

● When several organisations are producing datasets that use a common ID that cannot 
be shared.  

Pros 

● Information exchanged and stored is publicly releasable (intentionally or accidentally) 
● Datasets created by different organisations can be compared.  

Cons 

● If the process is revealed, private information can be deduced from the public 
information.  

 

To allow multiple public organisations to produce a shared public ID, they can use a common 
transformation process on a private ID. The goal of the process is that the same private ID always 
becomes the same public ID. 

The difficulty is if the process becomes public, all processes are effectively reversible by 
calculating all possible hashes for the ID format (rainbow table attack). For example, calculating a 
billion hashes would give the 0001 and 0002 equivalents for all Indonesian KTP combinations of 
birthplace, birthdate and gender. If the process used a fast hashing function, these could all be 
processed in a reasonable amount of time and the public and private keys are then reversible. 

There are two ways to prevent this: 

● Secret key/HMAC - The key is shared between government agencies to generate a 
consistent set of external IDs, while not allowing external generation without the secret 
key.  

● Key-stretching - use a computationally expensive process to generate the hash. Allows 
individual keys to be generated in a reasonable time, but difficult to generate larger 
numbers of matches.  
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The risk of the secret key approach is that a leak of the key (which is most useful when being used 
by several government organisations) suddenly transforms public data into private data.  

The disadvantages of the key-stretching approach is that slowing down the process reduces the 
ability to convert existing large databases, while at the same time still allowing large amounts of 
conversion (as the year is exposed in several ID schemes, one birth year’s worth of hashes could be 
calculated in realistic time periods, and still create reasonably large datasets).  

Where only a few government offices are required to run the process (and these already manage 
secure data), the secret key approach may be a practical and secure approach.  

 
How a shared process can provide common identifiers 
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4. Central provider 
One organisation has a secret process for converting from private ID to public ID, and provides 
an API.  

When is it useful 

● When many organisations, or those with low security, need to create a public ID to be 
combined with other data. 

Pros 

● A data breach at one organisation does not decode all transformed IDs.  
● Transformation is a service rather than a database, reducing requirements compared to 

the Private provider option.  

Cons 

● Many organisations become dependent on one service, this requires good availability 
and access to the service.  

 

A compromise approach between a private provider and a shared process  is to return to a central 
assignment model, but separate the ID assignment process from the register. Using a secret 
key/HMAC approach with the key restricted to one organisation reduces the security risk. This one 
organisation can make the process accessible as an API to other government agencies.  

As a service, accessing a conversion is not performing database operations and so is a more simple 
tool to create and scale. Credentials can be revoked and rate- or IP-limited to reduce the risk of 
fraudulent access converting a large set of public IDs. 

While there are organisational advantages if this organisation is also running a central ownership 
database, this is not required to be the case, and this process could be implemented in advance of 
the project of a central register. This might be especially useful if ownership data is being released 
by multiple state/subnational procurement processes, but where there is no ‘central’ register to 
assign identity.  

The disadvantage is that this level of integration would require a service with high up-time and 
failures cause problems across several processes and organisations. The impact of this would vary 
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depending if the public ID was queried when the data was ingested, or as part of the export 
pipeline.  

How a central supplier can provide common identifiers 
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5. ID fragment 
There is a common and public method for producing a non-unique fragment from an ID.  

When is it useful 

● To help identify the same individual across multiple datasets with less reliance on fuzzy 
personal identifiers (name, address) 

Pros 

● Public method makes implementation straightforward.  
● Private data cannot be recreated as one fragment may be related to many possible IDs. 
● Sensitive data might already be used - this may reduce the need for some of it (ID rather 

than age or exact address) 

Cons 

● The fragments are not unique, need to be combined with other identifiers and may lead 
to false negatives. 

● Provides an extra tool, but does not solve the problem of name reconciliation. 
Reconciliation will always require a local approach.   1

 

 
A worked example of generating an ID Fragment 

The previous approaches have each assigned a public unique ID to each person, allowing 
comparisons between datasets with no additional information (such as name, date of birth, or 
address).  

1 Although, the use of phonetic analysis on transliterated names in the OCCRP Synonames analysis suggests 
that when the number of entries being distinguished is small (in this case because they are grouped by a 
common fragment), basic techniques may travel well.  
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However, when additional information is available, it is not necessary that the new public ID is 
globally unique. It just needs to be unique enough to aid disambiguation between people with 
similar names.  

An approach suggested in discussions with OpenOwnership is an ID fragment. This is derived from 
the private ID, but does not contain all the information in the private ID, and so cannot recreate it. 
This might use either a partial hash or, as happens with the Kenyan PPIP portal, partial characters 
from the ID number.  

Example from Kenyan PPIP portal 

Similarly, the UK Persons of Significant Control register collects the full birth date, but only 
releases the birth year.  

Where an ID number contains no information, a fragment can be created by using part of the 
sequence (as in the Kenyan example above). However, where an ID is a composite of several 
different features of identity, a more universal approach would be to take a hash of the ID, and 
then use the first few characters of the resulting hash. This could be labelled with the origin of the 
ID e.g. ‘ID/NIK/a2d’ (Indonesian NIK) for clarity if imported into international datasets.  

This is required because some aspects of an ID may be less unique than others. The first six digits 
of an Indonesian NIK relate to location, which is releasing additional information, but also 
information that may be less helpful in disambiguating between individuals. For instance, if local 
naming conventions are correlated with geography (different ethnic/language groups), people 
who share a birthplace might be more similar, not less.  The same issue applies to a US Social 
Security number (where the first few digits similarly reflect a location).  

In the example in the diagram, the Mexican CURP code contains the date of birth (private 
information). An otherwise identical ID number with a different birthdate will generate a 
completely different ID fragment, without containing enough information to re extract the birth 
date.  

This serves as a low-tech solution that allows local identity structures to add value to the register 
of beneficial ownership or procurement information, without releasing additional private 
information. 
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Application to other datasets 
The approaches above apply to all other datasets where there is benefit in an open register for 
anti-corruption in the procurement process. For example, PEP lists, a database of public 
employees, or a sanctions list, similarly benefits from the collection and utilisation to create 
unique references. Where there are factors that mean that a list is likely to be produced and 
updated from multiple sources, using one of the methods that does not require a central register 
means these datasets’ unique identifiers can be combined in a useful way (while being mindful of 
the privacy of public officials).  

While there are benefits in this database being internally consistent, the largest benefit comes 
when this is based on the same conversion scheme across datasets, so that a Tax ID recorded for a 
public servant and a Tax ID recorded for a beneficial owner are both converted in a comparable 
way. This would allow for fast and low tech comparisons between large datasets involved in 
different aspects of the procurement process. These methods also potentially help address privacy 
concerns related to releasing the information about government employees that would otherwise 
be required to match between datasets.  

This reinforces the importance of identifying a candidate ID scheme in a county and promoting 
capturing that identifier in the different processes that may eventually lead to datasets for 
anti-corruption purposes. 
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